
 CCW Class at the NMLRA Education Building, Aug. 5
th

 

Walter Cline Range, Friendship, Indiana 

Basic Pistol (CCW) - $125 for non-members & $110 for NMLRA members 

This class is the NRA Basic Pistol, the class that allows you to apply for a concealed carry license. This class is for 
anyone interested in obtaining a concealed handgun license, or anyone who desires pistol training or instruction on Ohio's 
firearms laws.  

First time shooters are welcomed, and you don't need to own a gun to attend. We teach you what you need to know and 
you can use one of our guns for the range portion, free of charge. In fact, many students find it better to try a few of our 
guns before buying one.  

The Basic Pistol class was designed using the guidelines for concealed carry training issued by the Ohio attorney general 
and the NRA Basic Pistol curriculum, allowing you to apply for either an Ohio or Florida carry license. It's a one-day 
course that lets you complete all the required training in one outing. It includes 10 hours of classroom and two hours of 
range time. Class begins at 7:30 am. 

Once you have the training completed, you take the certificate you're awarded to your local sheriff's office to get your 
CHL. We'll go over this in class. 

Be sure to register early.  

Schedule  

Register by calling (812) 667-5131 or email us at nmlramembership@seidata.com to hold a spot. Payment can be made 
over the phone with credit card or at the class. Price is per student. This class will allow you to apply for an Ohio/Florida 

concealed carry license which offers reciprocity in most states (over 30). Reciprocity Map 

Directions, what to bring, etc. will be sent after you register. 

Frequently Asked Questions  

How do I sign up for a class? Register by calling (812) 667-5131 or email us at nmlramembership@seidata.com 
to hold a spot. 

Does taking the Basic Pistol class get me my Concealed Handgun License? The NRA Basic Pistol 

Class fulfills the Ohio Law requirement for training necessary to apply for your Concealed Handgun License 

(CHL). At the end of the class you'll be given a certificate that you take to your local sheriff's office. Your 

sheriff issues the license; we provide the training necessary to apply for your license. You can also apply 
for a Florida Concealed Carry license with this class.  

I already have a CHL and need to be re-certified after my second renewal. How do I do 

that? Applicants will need to bring proof of re-certification of range-time and law review only to their 
sheriff. We offer re-certification classes at a discounted rate. Call us for details 513-549-4045.  

What should I bring to Basic Pistol (CCW, CHL) class? A notebook, a pen, your handgun (if you have 

one), and 150 rounds of factory loaded ammo. The range time is outdoors, so dress appropriately. We'll 
car pool to the range from the classroom site. 

 

Concealed Carry Class 
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I don't have a gun - what ammo should I bring to use your guns? For the Basic Pistol class, we 

suggest you bring at least 50 rounds of 9mm Luger, at least 50 rounds of 38 special, and at least 50 

rounds of 22 LR, all FMJ (full metal jacket). Good places to buy ammo include Dick's Sporting Goods, 

Meijer, and Wal-Mart. Buy Remington, Winchester or Federal. DO NOT BRING AMMO OR GUNS INTO THE 

CLASSROOM; LEAVE IT IN YOUR CAR. Transport your gun according to Ohio law--locked up with ammo in 

a separate compartment. The best way to do this is put the gun in the trunk, in a locking box, and the 
ammo in your glove box.  

I don't live in Ohio, but I want to carry in Ohio. How do I do that? Ohio recognizes the concealed 

carry licenses of several states, including the nation's most popular license, Florida. Our NRA Basic Pistol 

class lets you apply for a Florida non-resident concealed carry license. We'll give you the details during the 

classroom time on day one. If you live in Kentucky, you already have reciprocity. If you live in Indiana, 
you'll need a Florida license.  

Are you qualified to teach the class? All our concealed carry classes use NRA Certified Instructors. The 

certificate issued at the end of the class is valid in every sheriff station in Ohio. If you fail to get your 

Concealed Carry License due to the class not meeting the requirements of Ohio law, your money will be 
refunded.  

Where is the class held? How is the Basic Pistol class structured? We usually hold all 12 hours in 

one day for public classes. We start out at the NMLRA Education Building in Friendship, Indiana, car 

pool to the shooting range, then go back to the classroom to finish up and take the written test.  

Are the Basic Pistol (concealed carry) certificates you issue good anywhere in Ohio? Yes.  

Do we get a break or do we sit there for the whole time? We break for meals and every hour. 

Will it really take 12 hours for Basic Pistol (Concealed Carry)? Yes. That's the law.   

I have a physical disability, will that be a problem? Please notify your instructor if you have special 

needs. The range and classroom are wheelchair accessible.  

Can I use my .22 LR or is here a caliber limit for Basic Pistol? Any real firearm (handgun) can be 
used.  

How do I join the NMLRA? Email us (nmlramembership@seidata.com) or call 812-667-5131 for more 

details.  
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